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Abstract— Navigation may be a technique which focuses on 

monitoring & controlling movement of person or vehicle 

from one place to a different. Nowadays we all use 

smartphone for our personal use. Smartphones help us to 

form our existence and work much easy. The utilization of 

smartphone come together with excessive use of mobile 

application is becoming more common, especially within 

the college domain. College campuses also are very large 

and each year lot of latest students take admission in college 

and visitors also come to college. There’s no any facility for 

brand new comers to orient themselves inside campus. The 

campus navigation system is android based application used 

for navigation inside college campus. This application are 

able to estimate the position of user within building by using 

WIFI. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A college campus may be large and sophisticated 

infrastructure. A college campus has many buildings and 

buildings are connected to every other. Each building has 

many classrooms and labs. Each year lot of latest students 

take admission and plenty of events are held in college. 

Whenever new visitor involves college they can’t orient 

themselves easily inside the campus. Although Global 

Positioning System (GPS) is that the most well-liked 

positioning system it can only navigate you outdoors. Its 

signals are blocked by construction materials and makes 

GPS useless for indoor navigation. ‘INDOOR 

NAVIGATION SYSTEM’ will help user to navigate them 

inside the college campus. This system enables user to get 

paths in additional detailed. This application gives directions 

from current location to destination which user searches in 

campus. This application are often accessed through 

smartphone. User can only use this application inside the 

campus. This application decreases efforts and time of user.        

This navigation system is predicated on WIFI. This WIFI 

standards has advantage of low cost over other wireless 

technologies as WIFI network already exists inside the 

college campus as communication infrastructure. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Whenever any student or visitor come to campus, there 

create a problem. A problem of finding specific place, 

department, section, classroom etc. since the campus of 

college is large and fill with various building and workshop. 

To find that place there should be certain application which 

will be used by student, college facility and visitor.  

III. RELATED WORK 

Global Positioning system is that the most prominent 

contribution in determining position of user and in routing 

him to his destination. This method uses satellites to 

triangulate the situation of the GPS device. There is another 

system using WLAN technology called Herecast [1]. It 

allows the WIFI-enabled client device to work out its 

location by listening from signals from known access points 

within the building environment. The system creates a 

database where the MAC address of the access point is 

stored along with the symbolic name of the situation. Within 

the localization process, the access process, the position of 

the user is that the one related to the access point with the 

strongest signal strength. The weakness of the system is that 

if an access point is faulty or has been removed the position 

of the user could also be distorted.  

There are many positioning techniques which are 

applied on mobile devices. Most of them depend upon 

calculating Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) 

triangulation and/ or Bluetooth BLE (Bluetooth Low 

Energy) Beacon techniques or Wi-Fi Based Fingerprinting 

[2]. It’s a core idea of an indoor navigation system. 

There is also method is by Location centric 

algorithms. It uses parameters supported sample location. 

Within the preparation phase, calculation is typically not 

necessary to stored sample data. But in the estimation 

process, algorithm will search the database and perform 

calculations supported the search result [3].  

GPS and GIS technology is widely used for determining the 

position of an object and measuring distance [4]. The whole 

technology is based on maps. Any particular place is marked 

on map by its longitudes, latitude and elevation by co-

ordinate points. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 Android operating system is the most popular used 

operating system in current time and it is dominating the 

smartphone market with its huge presence. Mobile 

smartphones based on android operating system is the most 

easily convenient device and technology that every person 

has. Thus android phone can be served for a variety of 

technological purposes in our project. 

In the proposed system.  

 
Fig. 1: Proposed System Architecture 
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The project works in by installing the project 

android application in the android smartphone phones. This 

application use very less amount of space. 

This figure shows the system architecture of the 

application. The admin has manages the college indoor 

maps and deploys the application to an android phone. User 

of this application can view and search the college map and 

current location. We are going to use the Wi-Fi routers for 

indoor navigation. Here we’ve got assumed that indoor 

location has Wi-Fi installed on the premises. So here we are 

going to use Wi-Fi to spot the user's current location. 

Basically we are going to use the Wi-Fi router location and 

their range to spot the user's current location. In the android 

application, we will identify the strength of the Wi-Fi router. 

Using the strength of Wi-Fi we are able to easily determine 

the user's current location. Assume that the user walking on 

the premises so he can walk from one location to different 

location. So if the user walks from one location to different 

then at the identical time user's device will notice a change 

within the Wi-Fi strength. That the device will automatically 

show the change on the screen. Indoor campus navigation 

app can be easily understand by parsing through the Activity 

diagram given below. 

 
Fig. 2: Activity Diagram 

This shows activity of the application, the application has a 

textbox where the user can input the final destination, then 

the application will display the present live location and 

final destination path with annotation text Application will 

guide the user by using annotation and direction in text 

format on bottom screen. The menu list will display the all 

classroom and directions. Clicking on exit button the 

application will close. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In recent years most of people are using Google maps for 

navigation. Google maps are providing lots of 

functionalities to its user so they can navigate themselves 

outdoor.  Indoor Campus Navigation can be an effectively 

used in wide campus such as college, hospitals, etc. indoor 

navigation is the guidance for new visitors to unknown 

place. This application will save time and efforts of its user. 

As this application is easy to use user can easily find 

locations in campus. 

Design and development of WIFI based indoor 

campus navigation system for college is presented in this 

project. Through navigation information users are guided 

inside the college campus. This application has solved 

problem like time wastage and inconvenience to new visitor 

of college. This application also eliminate bother by new 

visitor to people they ask for location inside college.   
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